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in the nucleus than in the free state.6 However, 
inasmuch as the magnetic moment of the neutron 
is due essentially to its interaction with the elec
tron, 7 the attraction between the electron and neu
tron will be stronger in the case of a bound neutron 
(let us note that this can increase the theoretical 
value of the shift, which we have calculated for the 
free neutron). 

An experimental observation of the isomer shift 
can lead to a new method of investigating the nu
clear structure and will permit checking assump
tions 1 and 2. At the present time, F. Bitter ( pri
vate communication) is attempting to observe the 
. h'ft . H 197 b 1somer s 1 m g y means of double magnetic 
and optical resonance. 

The author is grateful to Academicians S. Titeica, 
H. Jussim and D. Bogdan for many valuable remarks 
and to Academician E. Bedereu and Professor Ia. A. 
Smorodinskii for interest in this work. 

*I am grateful to R. L. Lawson who was kind enough to 
supply me with the corresponding wave functions, calculated on 
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IT was shown by Akhiezer and the author1 that the 
sound absorption in ferromagnetic dielectrics, 
which is associated with the internal friction in a 
system of elementary excitations, phonons and 
spin waves, is, at low temperatures, principally 
determined by the spin waves and does not depend 
on the temperature. An external magnetic field 
changes the relaxation time in such a system and 
leads to a change in the temperature dependence 
of the sound-absorption coefficient. 

The relaxation times of spin waves and phonons 
are determined from the expressions 

1 !""~< = 1 ;'tiP+ 1 /'tl.2>, l/'t1 = 1/'t?> + 1 ;'t~2>, 

where T~) is the relaxation time of the spin waves 
and is connected with the interaction of the spin 
waves with spin waves; T(2) is the relaxation time 
of the spin waves connect:d with phonon interaction; 

the Berkeley differential analyzer (some of the functions were 
calculated specially for our problem). 

tin the case of an isotopic shift, this effect is masked by 
the Coulomb interaction. 
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T~1 ) is the relaxation time of the phonons relative 
t? phonon interaction, while T~2 ) is the relaxation 
tlme of the phonons relative tO the spin-wave in
teraction. 

As was shown by Akhiezer, 2 the following ele
mentary processes are of the greatest importance: 
the conversion of two spin waves into q. single spin 
wave, the conversion of two phonons into a single 
phonon, and the scattering of spin waves by phonons. 

In the presence of an external magnetic field, the 
energy of the spin wave depends on the field and has 
the value Eo+ 2{3H, where Eo is the energy of the 
spin wave in the absence of a magnetic field, H is 
the intensity of the magnetic field, {3 is the Bohr 
magneton. This dependence leads to a dependence 
of the relaxation times of phonons and spin waves 
on the magnetic field. Carrying out the calculation 
gone through in detail in reference 2, we can deter
mine the relaxation time in the presence of the 
field. In such a case, it is shown that the relaxa
tion time has a different form relative to the spin
spin interaction for the cases of large and small 
value of 2{3H/KT ( K is Boltzmann's constant 
2{3/K ~ 10-4 ): ' 

~<1> ~ ec1t (~)'/,I 2 w + 2[3H H T ~.~ _02 
•k ~ w2 \ T n . T ' -T ~ 1 Q4' ~ ec ' 
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Here w = {32/a2 is the energy of the magnetic in
teraction of two atoms, and a is the lattice con
stant. 

The relaxation times of the spin waves and 
phonons relative to interaction among the spin 
waves and among phonons do not change in the 
presence of an external magnetic field and have 
the form 

<2> ~ _P__ (aec)" (~)''· {~}. 
'tk ~ ti e e T exp 48 T ' 

c c 

<2> p (aec)5 e• { e• } . 
'tf ~ -r e- f:\T exp 4ecr ' 

- e• 
T~e-· 

c 

(1) p (aec)5 ( e• )5 . . . 
'tf ~ 1;.- e IT , T ~- 8, 

c 

where p is the density of the material. 
As a result, it follows that for H/T « 104 and 

T « ®2/®c, the dissipation function and the sound 
absorption coefficient r are determined by the 
relaxation time r(1): 

• w+2~H r = Cw2 (A;jUij) in2 T , 

where uij is the change in the deformation tensor 
of the crystal, Aij is some tensor, C is a con
stant, and w is the sound frequency. In this case, 
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J N a previous paper1 the authors considered a 
system of an ionic crystal and an F -center in a 
macroscopic approximation and obtained expres
sions for the energies of the ground and excited 
states of the system and for the parameters of 
the corresponding absorption bands. These ex
pressions depend, according to reference 1, on the 
sums q1 = ~ cos2 (}a /f~ and q2 = ~ cos2 (}a /fa, 
where (} is the angle between the displacement 
vector of the medium u and the wave vector K 

for the a -th branch of the elastic vibrations of 
the crystal a = 1, 2, 3 ); fa determines the angu
lar dependence in the dispersion law fot the fre-

the magnetic field increases the sound absorption. 
For H/T » 104 and T « ®2/®c, the spin-spin 

interaction has a small probability, and the princi
pal contribution to the distribution function is made 
by the interaction of the spin waves with the phonons. 
The absorption coefficient in this case is deter
mined by the time T~) and has the form 

r = C'w2 ("A11 uii) exp{82/48cT}. 

In a sufficiently large magnetic field, the sound ab
sorption depends exponentially on the temperature 
and not on the field. 

In both cases, we can show that Tf « Tk for 
T « ®2/®c, and, consequently, the phonons play 
a small role in the sound absorption. 

The author thanks Prof. A. I. Akhiezer for dis
cussion of the problem. 
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quencies of the elastic vibrations w Ka : fa = 

wKa/IKI. 
In reference 1 we used for the evaluation of the 

sums q1 and q2 the results of a paper by Tolpygo2 

where the consideration was based on a microscopic 
approximation. It turned out, however, that it was 
possible to perform, in general form, a consistent 
macroscopic consideration for a large group of 
crystals for which the anisotropy was not too large 
( for cry.stals which did not satisfy this condition 
it was necessary to resort to numerical calcula
tions). 

The quantities fa are, as is well known, the 
solutions of the characteristic determinant 

ni/(ni- Y1) + n~j(n~ - Y2) + n~j(n~- y3) = I, (1) 

where 

y; =(A- C) n; + C- x; A= "-nu/("-1122 + ''1212); 

c = '-1212/('-1122 + '-1212); 

X= pf~/()'1122 + A1212); 

Aiklm are the elasticity moduli of a cubic crystal; 
ni a unit vector in the direction K, and p the 
crystal density. It is convenient to rewrite Eq. (1) 
in the form 


